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AN EFFICIENT FACE MASK DETECTION 

MODEL FOR REAL-TIME APPLICATIONS 

Abstract: Recent COVID-19 pandemic demonstrates increasing importance of 

facemasks and other protective equipment raising demand for specialized monitoring and 

control systems. 

In this paper, we propose an efficient and reliable method based on Dual Shot Face 

Detector in order to address the problem of the masked and non-masked face recognition process. 

The main goal of the research is to locate people without a facemask and this task combines both 

finding faces and facemask recognition. In addition, multiple faces can be tracked in real-time on 

a video stream. Experimental results show high detection performance with Mean Average 

Precision of 90%. Proposed solution is stable to the change of face positions, rotations and 

inclines. It also allows controlling correct placement of a mask on a face.  

In addition, different feature encoders were studied to find the balance between 

accuracy and inference time that is important for real-time performance with different 

hardware.  

Keywords: facemask detection, Dual Shot Face Detector, object detection, real-time 

systems, computer vision. 

Introduction 

The usage of personal protective equipment (PPE) is an integral part of many areas of 

human life. In particular, facemasks are widely used to protect people from air pollution and 

contamination in construction, industry and agriculture and to protect against viruses and 

pathological bacteria. In addition, in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, virtually every 

adult on the planet faced the need to wear facemasks. According to the recommendations of 

the World Health Organization, wearing masks in public places is necessary to stop the spread 

of infection. 

Obviously, there is a large number of applications that require systems for monitoring 

and control of PPE usage. The task of identifying people without a facemask based on a video 

data or images can be a typical example of such application. The widespread use of security 

cameras in public places provides enough data for monitoring and control without any extra 

cost. However, the problem can still be complicated: a large number of people in the image, 

their different positions, rotations and inclinations, scale, occlusion and so on. Therefore, 

creation of highly efficient and affordable real-time video processing systems is a challenging 

and actual goal in the PPE detection and control tasks. 

The problem of object detection in video can be presented as a task of image 

processing considering single video frames as a separate source of data. Definitely, processing 
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sequences of frames and tracking objects using visual trackers [1] can further improve quality 

and reliability of the system. However, tracking systems are more complicated, resource 

consuming and specialized systems, so tracking methods will not be the subject of this article. 

We will focus on the problem of finding people without masks in the images. Demonstration 

software will still be tracking faces using OpenCV (other computer vision framework may be 

used instead) but information from sequences of frames will not be used to improve detection 

accuracy.  

The task of object detection is to find and mark a rectangle over the object of a certain 

class in a given picture. Object detectors based on variations of convolutional neural networks 

are typically used for finding objects in an image/video in modern integrated AI systems. 

Such models are usually used with multiclass detection problems while finding facemasks on 

the people can be formulated as a single class task. Moreover, the task of finding people 

without masks is very similar to the faces detection problem. Therefore, it is reasonable to 

build facemask detection model based on a specialized state-of-the-art face detector model. 

Related research and publications 

The most straightforward way of solving facial mask recognition task is based solely 

on image classification [2, 3]. Such approaches require finding and cropping faces from 

original images that can be done with a separate detector. This combination of detector and 

classifier usually works worse and longer than a fully trained detector.  

Another approach consider usage of R-CNN family [4] (R-CNN, Fast R-CNN, Faster 

R-CNN, Mask R-CNN), YOLO family [5] (YOLO, YOLO v3, YOLO v4, YOLO X), SSD [6] 

and other similar architectures for fast but low quality detection. This approach has also been 

popular in face detection for quit a long time due to the speed of interference and good result 

when applied to real-time video processing. For example, fast in browser ‘WearMask detector’ 

model was proposed in the paper [7] that uses the YOLO architecture to find people with and 

without masks. The authors offer a method of finding masks in real time using 

high-performance neural network inference computing framework and a stack-based virtual 

machine that shows good Average Precision when IoU is 0.5 (mAP@0.5) of 0.89.  

Since the task of finding faces without PPE is very similar to the well-known problem 

of just finding faces we propose to use face detector model. We will use the state-of-the-art 

Dual Shot Face Detector [8] to build our model and conduct a series of experiments with it. 

This deep learning model contains additional Feature Enhance Module and uses 

Progressive Anchor Loss, which is calculated by two different sets of anchors, to effectively 

facilitate functions. Finally, Improved Anchor Matching (IAM) is used to provide better 

initialization by integrating a new anchor assignment strategy into the augmentation data. 
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Overview of proposed Mask Detection System 

We will use images to detect people without PPE. These images will be obtained from 

the video either real-time or recorded by splitting it into frames. We will not use any kind of 

additional information about sequences of frames like tracking algorithms [1] etc. Feeding 

selected images to the neural network will result in bounding boxes of people faces without 

masks. There can be several persons in one frame and the detector will find all the people 

without masks in the frame. Proposed detection system can optionally also find people 

wearing a mask.  

General workflow of the system is shown in Fig. 1. First, the video is divided into 

frames. Then the neural network processes each frame sequentially and provides probabilities 

and bounding boxes coordinates for each class. Finally, if the probability of the unmasked 

person class exceeds 0.5, an alert signal is triggered.  

 

Figure 1. Workflow diagram of the proposed Mask Detection System 
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Figure 2. Sample images from RMFD dataset (left) and SMFD dataset(right) 

Considering the fact that neural network performance may be lower than frame rate of 

the video stream, we will not process every frame. Detection system will consider only frames 

that are available immediately after it has finished its current processing. 

We will additionally study the impact of backbone network on processing time and 

consider its application in real-time solutions. 

Dataset preparation 

Quality of the first facial mask detectors was naturally restricted by the lack of 

specialized datasets at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, many 

researchers artificially added masks to available datasets with people's faces. As a result, 

many existing datasets for face detection were adopted to the problem of masked face 

detection. SMFD dataset [9] is a popular artificial dataset created that way. Today we also 

have collections of real photos available. However, our experiments show that increasing the 

amount of training data with such augmented datasets provides increase in accuracy, so we 

will also use SMFD dataset. 

In order to compare received results with actual state-of-the-art models we will use the 

dataset and metrics from [7]. The final dataset for mask detection will be a compilation of 

available datasets and will contain two categories of datasets: real faces with real masks 

(MAFA [10], RMFD [11], MMD) and real faces with generated masks (SMFD). In general, 9 

097 images with 17 532 labeled boxes were divided into 80% training and validation and 20% 

testing datasets.  

Sample images from the datasets that were used to train our model are shown in 

Figure 2. 

Proposed model and implementation 

Object detection network will be used to solve the problem of finding faces without 

masks. We will use latest architecture DSFD: Dual Shot Face Detector [8] as a base model.  

This network, that shows state-of-the-art results in face detection, is similar in structure to the 
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Single Shoot Detector [6]. Unlike SSD, it has two feature layers instead of one: the original 

SSD layer and additional one for improving features with the Feature Enhance Module. This 

Module is able to enhance original features to make them more discriminable and robust by 

normalizing feature maps with 1x1 convolutions and getting element-wise product with 

up-sampled upper feature map. Finally, feature maps are split to three sub-networks 

containing different numbers of dilation convolutional layers. 

The backbone network (feature encoder) is a variable part of typical detection network 

including DSFD. Larger network candidate will result in higher accuracy, but a smaller one 

works faster. Proper choice of this encoder network allows balancing between detection 

quality and speed. Real-time applications provide restrictions to performance time therefore 

selection of the backbone network is studied in this paper and results are shown and discussed 

in the next section. 

Proposed network was trained using loss function consisting of two components: 

• Lloc is the part of the loss function responsible for localizing the bounding box. This 

is the L1 loss between the expected and the actual box positions. These parameters include 

offsets for the center point, width and height of the bounding box. 

• Lclass is the second part of the loss function responsible for classifying a particular 

bounding box. This is a typical classifier with a softmax function for a multiclass or a sigmoid 

for a single class task. 

Mean Average Precision with IoU threshold=0.5 was chosen as the main metric. 

The neural model was designed, implemented and studied in Tensorflow 1 framework 

using Python. Numpy, Pandas and OpenCV libraries were used for research and data 

pre-processing. Neural model was trained using Momentum Optimizer algorithm with lr = 

0.0001 and batch size = 16 on NVidia RTX 2080ti. 

The height and width of all images was constant and equal to 320 pixels.  

Experimental research and results 

Experiments  

We started with a basic MobileNetV2 with width multiplier = 1.4 as a feature 

extraction network. It was trained on our prepared combination of datasets (see Dataset 

preparation section) for a single class of non-masked persons and resulted mAP = 0.6767 on 

validation dataset for this setting.  

The result is very low, so we took other version of MobileNetV2 which was 

pre-trained on ImageNet. Despite the fact that transfer learning is a common and widely used 

technique for image processing, the effect of its application depends on the type of objects 

that are classified. 
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Figure 3. Values of total loss on train and validation datasets for each network setup 

As expected, the neural model with pre-trained parameters showed higher results after 

training. Its mAP value on the validation dataset became equal to 0.7747. 

After that, we took all available data and solve two-class classification problem, 

detecting people wearing masks and without masks. Performance metrics were calculated 

separately for each class, and only values of the class without masks were taken to 

consideration to make comparison with previous experiments.  

Following result on the validation dataset was received: mAP = 0.7899 for the 

‘without a mask’ class and mAP = 0.9020 for the ‘with a mask’ class.  

Values of total loss for each experiment are shown in the graph in Figure 3. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of total loss on train  

and validation datasets for different feature extraction networks 

Since the speed and efficiency of the network highly depends on the feature extractor 

network, we decided to compare most popular networks that are usually used in detector 

architectures.  

Previous results were taken to consideration so all further experiments were based on 

a two-class training setup with pre-trained networks. We made experiments with: 

MobileNetV2, ResNet50 and VGG16. Total loss comparison charts can be found in Figure 4. 

The experiment with VGG showed the best result (lowest value of total loss) and the 

MobileNetV2 model was the worst in terms of accuracy. However, working with real-time 

video requires adequate performance time. Therefore, it would be wise to compare the 

inference time of each model.  
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Table 1. 

Inference time of mask detection network for different feature extractors 

Feature extractor Average inference time (in seconds per inference) 

MobileNet 0.1 

Resnet50 0.16 

VGG16 0.23 

 

We used TensorFlow V1 without any optimization to measure performance time. The 

results (see Table 1) confirms the assumption that more complex models with higher accuracy 

has lower inference time. 

The MobileNetV2 encoder is the best in terms of performance, while VGG16 is more 

than 2 times slower. Inference time obviously depends on productivity of the available GPU 

resources and this difference may not greatly affect overall performance of the mask detection 

system. However, real-time applications and practical aspects of making cheap solutions often 

raise restrictions on maximum processing time. Therefore, the more powerful resources we 

have, the larger model may be used and the better accuracy can be achieved.  

The results as well as a comparison with previous results are shown in the Table 2.  

Table 2. 

Mean Average Precision (mAP@0.5) for all models and cases 

Experiment 

Validation 

mAP for the 

class without 

a mask 

Validation 

mAP for the  

class with a 

mask 

Average 

validation mAP 

for two classes 

Average training 

mAP for two 

classes 

Base model 
0.6767 

 
- 

0.6767* 

 

0.7108* 

 

Pretrained 

(ImageNet) 

base model 

0.7747 

 
- 

0.7747* 

 

0.8006* 

 

DSFD 

(MobileNetV2  

encoder) 

0.7899 

 

0.9020 

 

0.8459 

 
0.8630 

DSFD 

(Resnet50  

encoder) 

0.8126 

 

0.9024 

 

 

0.8575 0.8777 

DSFD (VGG16  

encoder) 

0.8669 

 

0.9361 

 
0.9 0.9282 

* Base model and its pre-trained version is a DSFD with MobileNetV2 encoder 

trained on single class so we consider averages to be same as the main results 

Comparison with previous works 

The authors of previous works used different performance metrics depending on their 

tasks and trained their models on different datasets. However, some of them also measure the 
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accuracy of the resulting bounding boxes, in particular Mean Average Precision with IoU 

threshold set. 

We run experiments on a dataset from [7] using the original split into a training and 

validation sets to make a proper comparison. After that, we measured mAP@0.5 for the 

two-class problem: people without a mask and people with a mask, by taking average result 

for both classes. According to the results, the best mAP@0.5 of our model on the validation 

dataset was 0.9, which is 1% better than in [7].  

Such results shows that DSFD based model outperforms tuned version of general 

purpose network models like R-CNNs, YOLO and SSD and proves the concept of using face 

detectors as a basis for such tasks.  

Examples of use 

We have developed demonstration program based on OpenCV framework that 

captures video stream from a camera and uses proposed detector to process it. Examples of 

the results are shown in figures 5 and 6. Several tests was made to check robustness of the 

model depending on the position of the head (Fig. 5) and incorrect usage of the facial mask 

(Fig. 6) 

 

Figure 5. Testing proposed model with different face positions 

 

Figure 6. Testing proposed model with incorrect mask usage 
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CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a model based on a DSFD architecture to solve the problem 

of facial mask monitoring and control. We proved the concept that facial detectors 

outperforms general detectors for this task. The model was implemented in a demo control 

system capable to detect multiple people without mask or those using it in inadmissible way. 

Experiments confirmed high accuracy compared to the modern state-of-the-art models, 

sustainability to the changes of face position. The model is well adopted to real-time 

processing even with the largest tested VGG16 feature encoder. In addition, the proposed 

model can easily be adopted to various resource-limited applications such as video 

surveillance, monitoring or control as a separate service or embedded solution by using 

smaller encoder as shown above. 

Future work will be focused on tuning performance of the model and implementing it 

to our AR-solution [12, 13]. 
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